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Across

3. When did World War 1 begin?

6. A serbian nationalist who assissinated Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austria Hungarian Throne on 

June 28, 1914 because he believed that Bosnia should 

belong to Serbia

12. Issues or concerns in one's own country

16. A group of people who feel unified and distinct

21. It is the treaty signed between Britain, Prussia and 

Belgium

22. The immediate trigger that led to the start of the 

Great War

23. To further a political cause

24. The authority of a state to govern itself or another 

state

25. Issues or concerns about other countries around the 

world

Down

1. A group of people of one nationality living in a 

country

2. A war which fighting takes place on two separate 

fronts and make the opponents split their forces to fight 

both threats

4. The lose territory of France when the German 

unified in 1865-1871

5. To assemble troops and their equipment to become 

ready for war

7. People who govern democratic communities and 

nations make decisions based on what is the best interest 

of the community or nation

8. In 1882, Austria-Hungary, Germany and Italy 

formed the _____ ______ to defend each other if they 

were attacked

9. To prevent a two front war, go after France quickly 

and then turn around and hit the slow moving Russians

10. is the nationalism that asserts the nationality of 

Bosnians and promotes the cultural unity of the Bosnians

11. Heir to the Austria Hungarian throne, was 

assassinated on June 28, 1914

13. Means to taker over eg when Hitler took over Austria

14. A European intellectual movement during French 

Revolution emphasizing reason and individualism rather 

than tradition

15. Advocating or pursuing an aggressive military policy

17. Signed treaties in which each nation involved 

pledges to defend the other if attacked by an aggressor

18. A barrel of gun powder associated with the events 

leading up to the Great War

19. In 1907, France, Russia and Britain formed the 

_____ ______, they did not promised to defend each 

other but to encircled Germany and Austria-Hungary

20. Is a state that has borders and territory where people 

with the same ethnicities, race and background culture 

live together but limits the immigrants to enter to it's own 

state.
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